
London, UK – 14th September 2020 – Modern 
and traditional barbers shop, Chichester 
Barbers, has been refurbished with a brand 
new heating and cooling system from 
Samsung. 
 
Southdowns AC, an Air Conditioning supplier, 
designed and installed the cooling solution 

within the barbers. The brief received for 
the project outlined that the user required a 
system that would cause the least amount 
of distruption in the short window before 
the reopening of the shop post COVID-19. 
The Wind-Free™ cassette was chosen by 
the installer as it provided a multitude of 
benefits, including automatical control of the 
temperature and fan speed to keep
the room mild and comfortable.

Samsung’s Wind-Free™ technology enhances 
indoor comfort by using thousands of micro-
holes to disperse fresh air uniformly without 
any unpleasant blasts of cold wind. In Wind-
Free™ mode, air is spread softly and silently, 
creating a ‘Still Air’ environment that allows 
people to live, work and relax comfortably 
without experiencing unpleasant cold drafts.

Following the official introduction of the new 
Wind-Free™ wall-mounted air conditioner 
platform in January this year, Samsung has 
extended the range to welcome the Wind-
Free™ Deluxe, a wall-mounted air conditioner 
for its VRF (DVM) and Eco Heating System 
(EHS) heat pumps.

Julian Edwards, Director at Southdowns AC 
said: “I have used Samsung products in quite 
a few projects for the past 12 years. The Wind-
Free™ wall mounted unit was an obvious 
choice for this project as the spec met the 
brief and for me, it’s been a real winner this 
year, particularly with bedrooms. There were 
no issues at all whilst installing this product 
and the unit was installed within a day. I 
would most definitely use Samsung’s range 
of units for other projects, purely due to the 
easy installation and built in WiFi.”

Steve Fleming, Head of Air Conditioning 
at Samsung said: “At Samsung, we pride 
ourselves on innovation and a wide range 
of products to fit any brief. It’s great to see 
our Wind-Free™ range used in a variety of 
projects and we’ve consistantly had positive 
feedback which is fantastic.”

For further information on Samsung’s 
product line up, please visit:  
https://www.samsung.com/uk/business/
climate/ 
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heating and cooling 
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Samsung’s Wind-FreeTM 
technology enhances 
indoor comfort by using 
thousands of micro-
holes to disperse air 
uniformly, without 
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“I would most definitely use 
Samsung’s range of units for other 
projects, purely due to the easy 
installation and built in WiFi.” 


